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Summary y 

InIn this thesis we give a quasi-particle description of fractional quantum Hall sys-
tems.. The idea behind such an approach is that an appropriate choice of quasi-
particless can lead to a considerable simplification of the calculation of the physical 
propertiess of a system. More importantly, the identification of the appropriate 
quasi-particless often reflects a real understanding of the physics of a system. This 
summaryy will help the reader understand some of the ideas and the results which 
appearr in this thesis. 

S.. 1 The Concepts in the Titl e 

Mostt people are unfamiliar with the concepts in titl e of this thesis. In this section 
wee introduce these concepts: fractional quantum Hall systems and quasi-particles. 
Itt should give enough insight to understand the next section in which we introduce 
somee of the properties of quasi-particles in fractional quantum Hall systems. 

S.. 1.1 Particles and Quasi-particles 

Whatt is a quasi-particle? A quasi-particle is a long-lived pattern in matter which, at 
shortt time scales, shows the behavior of a particle. Although in general a physicist 
wouldd not think this way, a grain of sugar can be thought of as a quasi-particle. 
Itt is clear that if we want to describe how sugar falls from a spoon it is more 
convenientt to build our description on the roughly 1,000 sugar grains than on the 
roughlyy 1,000, 000,000,000,000,000,000 sugar molecules. If we put the sugar in a 
cupp of coffee and stir, we see that the sugar grains are no longer long-lived, and to 
understandd how sugar dissolves in coffee we have to examine the properties of sugar 
molecules.. This suggests that one should choose the quasi-particles appropriate to 
thee process one tries to describe. 
Anotherr example of a quasi-particle is a wave on the ocean surface. This exam-
plee is getting closer to a physicist's view on quasi-particles. In a wave the water 
molecules,, the 'real' particles, move up and down. The wave itself, however, moves 
horizontally.. A physicist calls this a collective effect: only if you have many parti-
cles,, a collective, can you make a wave and this wave has new properties which can 
bee very different from the properties of the individual particles. Another example 
iss the wave in a football stadium. Now, supporters are the particles. They move 
upp and down on their seats but the wave travels around the stadium. 
Ann important property of particles is their statistics. The statistics of particles is 
aa rule for combining particles. For the spoon of sugar we saw there were many 
grainss on the spoon and in principle we could describe the sugar by giving the 
positionn and orientation of every grain, assuming all the grains have the same size 
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andd shape. But we know we can use every position only once because there can 
nott be two grains at the same place at the same time. This statistics is called 
fermionicc and corresponds to Pauli's exclusion principle: every position can at the 
mostt be occupied by a single grain. For the waves on the ocean the statistics is 
calledd bosonic as different waves can occupy the same position at the same time: 
theyy can move through each other, and many small waves can combine into one 
bigg wave. 

S.. 1.2 Fractional Quantum Hall Systems 

Whatt is a fractional quantum Hall system? To answer this question we first present 
thee devices (called heterostructures), which can be turned into fractional quantum 
Halll  systems by cooling them to very low temperatures (20mK-4K) and by putting 
themm in a strong magnetic field. 
AA heterostructure is a sandwich of two semi-conductors. Semi-conductors form a 
classs of materials that is very important to modern society because one can use 
themm to build computers. The reason that all modern computers are built from 
semi-conductorss is that their properties can be manipulated very well. A clean 
semi-conductorr cannot conduct, but if one adds the right kind of impurities, called 
electronn acceptors or electron donors, the semi-conductor becomes conducting. 
Inn a heterostructure the impurities, electron donors in this case, are put close to the 
interfacee between two different semi-conductors. The impurities donate electrons 
too the semi-conductor. In a normal semi-conductor these electrons would move 
throughh the semi-conductor, but in a heterostructure these electrons prefer to be 
closee to the interface. If you cool the heterostructure to very low temperatures the 
electronn movement is restricted to a thinner and thinner layer close to the interface. 
Iff  the temperature is low enough the electrons will be frozen to the interface, but 
theyy can still move along the interface. Their world has become two-dimensional. 
Iff  the heterostructure is in a strong transverse magnetic field the electrons at the 
interfacee can show a new kind of behavior. This phenomenon was first observed in 
19822 by Tsui, Störmer and Gossard. Soon after the first observation Laughlin gave 
ann interpretation of the experiment. For this work Laughlin, Tsui and Störmer 
sharedd the 1998 Nobel-prize. What is this new behavior? Two figures will explain 
thee phenomenon. 

InIn figure S. 1.1 we see a four terminal geometry in which the fractional quantum 
Halll  effect is measured. We look at the interface from above. To the interface six 
contactss are attached: the source (S), the drain (D) and four terminals. From the 
sourcee electrons are injected into the sample and they leave the sample at the other 
sidee into the drain. The current is flowing in the opposite direction because the 
electronss have negative charge and the current direction refers to the movement, of 
positivee charge. The terminals are used to probe voltage differences. The voltage 
differencee between terminal A and C is called the Hall-voltage Vti, and the voltage 
differencee between A and B is called the longitudinal voltage VL. 
Whenn there is no magnetic field the Hall voltage will be zero. However, when a 
magneticc field B perpendicular to the interface is present and a current I is flowing 
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Figuree S. 1.1: Four terminal geometry. Not drawn is the magnetic field, which is 
perpendicularr to the two dimensional interface. Picture taken from [51. 

theree will be a non-zero Hall-voltage over the sample. It is the Lorentz force on a 
chargee moving in a magnetic field which causes the Hall voltage. From the classical 
descriptionn of the Lorentz force we expect that the Hall voltage will behave as 

VuVu — CH-AUIB (S.I; ; 

withh CH.-VII a constant known as the Hall coefficient. From this equation follows 
thatt the Hall-resistance 

PHPH =  T (S.. 2) 

wil ll  depend linearly on the magnetic field. However, in figure S. 1.2. in which the 
resultss of a measurement of pH as a function of the magnetic field are depicted, we 
seee that a structure with many plateaus appears instead of the predicted straight 
line.. The plateaus occur when the the conductance ^jt=L \s a t a value which is 

pa pa 

aa simple odd fraction like | or § of the fundamental quantum of conductance ^ . 
Thee appearance of this structure is called the fractional quantum Hall effect. The 
namee of the effect indicates that we need quantum mechanics instead of classical 
mechanicss to understand it. 
NowNow we can define fractional quantum Hall systems: The electrons at the interface 
inin a heterostructure form a fractional quantum Hall system, when in a measure-
mentment of the Hall-resistance we are at the centre of a fractional quantum Hall effect 
plateau,plateau, with Hall conductance equal to a fractional (non-integer) multiple of j -
Thee occurence of the (fractional) quantum Hall effect, i.e.. the formation of plateaus 
andd transitions between them, has been explained by beautiful theories that com-
binee the effects of long range interactions and disorder. In this thesis we do not 
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Figuree S. 1.2: The Hall resistance pu as a function of magnetic field B. picture 
takenn from Willett et al.[83] 

discusss these aspects, but we focus entirely on the special states of matter that are 
formedd in fractional quantum Hall systems. 

S.. 2 Properties of Quasi-Particles in fqH-Systems 

Thee quasi-particles in fractional quantum Hall systems are special for two related 
reasons:: they carry fractional charge and satisfy fractional statistics. In fact, an 
analogyy to fractional charge and statistics can be found in a lot of construction 
toyss as we will show in the first subsection. 
Fractionall  quantum Hall systems are strongly correlated electron systems. Among 
otherr things this is visible in the way electrons leak from a fractional quantum Hall 
systemm to a metal needle in their vicinity. In the second subsection we will discuss 
thee Green's function which plays a central role in describing the leak current. 

S.. 2.1 Fractional Charge and Statistics 

Althoughh the smallest free charges in the universe are believed to be the negative 
electronn charge - e and the positive proton charge +e. the quasi-particles in frac-
tionall  quantum Hall systems carry a fractional charge. A simple example shows 
thatt it is possible to make patterns which have a size equal to a fraction of the size 
off  the system's building blocks. 
Takee Lego blocks with length three and height and width one and put them in a 
onee layer thick row on a groundplate with width one and length N > 1. In this row 
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theree can be holes, i.e. unoccupied positions, which have a size equal to one-third 
off  Lego block. If there are a few holes and many Lego blocks it is easier to describe 
thee row by specifying the positions of the holes than by specifying all the positions 
off  the blocks. In this situation a description in terms of quasi-par tic les (i.e. the 
holes)) is shorter and more efficient. The holes which are the building blocks of our 
neww description are 'fractional anti-blocks', and only if we have three of them in 
neighbouringg positions is there enough room to replace them by a block. If our Lego 
blockss would carry charge —e it would be natural to associate with every position 
aa charge +e/3 which makes the system neutral if all positions are occupied. With 
thiss choice a hole acquires a charge e/3. This is the uncompensated background 
chargee at an empty position. 
Thee row of Lego blocks gives us a rough idea of fractional statistics or, more 
precisely,, spectral shift statistics, which is the main topic of chapters 'Spectral 
Shiftt Statistics' and 'Quasi-Particle Thermodynamics'. Statistics of the blocks is 
directlyy related to the number of ways in which you can put M Lego blocks in a 
roww on a ground plate of length Ar. The Fermi statistics we encountered before 
wouldd correspond to Lego blocks of length 1 and the holes and the blocks would 
havee the same size. Bose statistics would be slightly outside this picture because 
wee have to allow for piling up the Lego blocks of length one in one position. Integer 
statisticss coincides with Fermi statistics except that the size of the Lego blocks is 
ann integer g which is larger than 1. Fractional statistics is obtained by switching 
fromm a description with blocks of size g to a description in terms of the holes and 
formulatingg the counting rules using the number of holes. 
Inn the chapters we mentioned a lot of attention is paid to the concept of duality, 
whichh in fact is nothing but the statement we encountered before, namely, that to 
specifyy where the Lego blocks are is the same as specifying where the holes are. 
Withh some of oversimplification we can directly obtain the duality relation from the 
relationss between the hole density and the Lego block density. If the ground plate 
hass length N this length will be equal to the sum of the number of holes # (holes) 
pluss the length of the blocks g multiplied by the number of blocks #(blocks), 

NN = #(holes) + g #(blocks). (S. 3) 

Iff  we divide all terms by N, and call g #(holes)/TV the hole density n(holes), and 
## (blocks)/TV the block density n(blocks), we get 

(?-1n(holes)) = 1 — pn(blocks) (S. 4) 

whichh is similar to as the result obtained in equation 3.26 in this thesis. The 
normalizationn constant appearing in the definition of n (holes) cannot be justified 
byy this analogy. In a fractional quantum Hall system the constant can be related 
too the energy difference between two neighboring holes, which instead of \(g turns 
outt to be 1/p2 of the difference between two neighboring electrons. 
InIn the bulk of fractional quantum Hall systems the role of the length of the ground 
platee is played by the number of magnetic flux quanta and one electron occupies, 
forr example, an area containing three flux quanta. If the whole two dimensional 
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interfacee is filled with electrons it is possible to make three holes by removing one 
electron.. It is also possible to make one hole by adding an extra finx quantum to 
thee system. In our analogy adding a flux quantum would correspond to lengthening 
thee groundplate with one without increasing the number of Lego blocks. For the 
edgee of a fractional quantum Hall system there is no natural N but it turns out 
thatt the fractional statistics can be defined in small energy intervals that can be 
associatedd with a natural A". 

S-- 2.2 Removing Quasi-Particles 

Thee interaction between a fractional quantum Hall system and the outside world 
cann often be described in terms of adding and removing particles. An example of 
suchh an interaction could be the leakage of electrons from the system to a metal 
needle.. To calculate the current from the system to the needle we need Green's 
function,, which gives us (up to a constant) the number of electrons g{e)&t available 
forr leaking at energies in the interval [e.,e + Ae). Furthermore, we need W(f) which 
iss the probability per unit time for a particle available in this energy interval to 
leakk to the needle. 
Iff  we described the leakage from a metal system into the needle, g(e) would simply 
bee the expected occupation n(e) of a state of energy e multiplied by the thermo-
dynamicc density of states D(e), 

g{e)g{e) = D(e)n(e). (S. 5) 

Thee contribution to the current from electrons in this interval becomes 

/]eakage([€,€€ + Ac)) ex W(e)D{e)n(e)Ae. (S. 6) 

Thee current will depend on the Green's function of the needle, but in our notation 
wee suppressed that dependence to keep the argument simple. 
InIn figure S. 2.3 we see the true Green's function and the approximation S. 5 of the 
Green'ss function for a specific fractional quantum Hall system. It is clear that the 
approximationn fails in this case. The reason for this is that the electrons in the 
systemm strongly interact: it is as if they were connected to each other by strings, 
andd if one pulls out one of the electrons many electrons follow. In reality the 
electronss repel each other but the effect is the same. 
Too express g(e) in quantities like D(e) and n(e) is the main goal of the work in 
thee last chapters. Instead of D(e) we need a set of matrix elements D(t,{et}, {£j}) 
whichh describe processes in which the electron is available for leakage only after a 
reorganizationn of other quasi-particles present at energies {€i},{êj} . In the sim-
plestt (fermionic) case only the quasi-particle put in or taken out takes part in the 
reorganisationn the matrix element and D(e) is the tunneling density of states. Then 
wee can g(e) factorize into £>(e)n(e). In general g(e) is obtained by multiplying the 
matrixx elements with the distribution functions ne-(f,t) and ühièj) and summing 
overr ti and êj, 

g(e)g(e) = 5Z D(f,{fl},{f.J})ne-(€l).. .ne-(fM)nh{èi).. .nh{fN). (S. 7) 

{<j}.{Éi } } 
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Figuree S. 2.3: The naive approximation D(e)n(e) (lower curve) and the true Green's 
functionn g(e) (upper curve) as a function of energy in units [fce L̂ for a specific 
fractionall  quantum Hall system. 

InIn principle there are infinitely many of these matrix elements. Luckily it is ex-
pectedd that a very good approximation of g(e) is obtained using matrix elements 
whichh describe processes in which only a few quasi-particles participate. 
Forr the simplest fractional quantum Hall systems we were able to find strong ev-
idencee that this expectation is met; in figure S. 2.4 we plotted our results, which 
shouldd be compared with the naive approximation in figure S. 2.3. Furthermore, 
wee were able to develop a mathematical formalism needed for future generaliza-
tionss to more complicated fractional quantum Hall systems or other effectively 
one-dimensionall  models. 

S.. 3 Lessons Learned 

InIn this thesis we established that the fractionally charged quasi-particles at the 
edgee of a fractional quantum Hall system satisfy fractional spectral shift statis-
tics.. Furthermore, we found that it is possible to compute in good approximation 
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Figuree S. 2.4: One-particle Green's function g(e). The points represent our ap-
proximationn and the solid curve is the exact result. 

quantitiess of experimental interest, using quasi-particle and quasi-hole distribution 
functionss and matrix elements of suitable physical operators for the simplest frac-
tionall  quantum Hall systems. Although a full understanding of this approximation 
iss still lacking, we think we demonstrated its validity. For extension of the approach 
presentedd in this thesis to more complicated fractional quantum Hall systems or 
otherr low-dimensional strongly correlated systems further mathematical results in 
thee field of Jack-polynomials or more general symmetric polynomials are needed. 
Iff  such progress is made, the quasi-particle approach presented in this thesis can 
bee further streamlined, and can be made into an important tool in the analysis of 
stronglyy correlated electrons. 


